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Bingo times 10 scratch off

BINGO TIMES 10 Top Prize: $150,000 Game #876 Ticket Price: $5.00 Start date: 5/18/09 End date: 4/26/10 Last prize date: 4/26/11 Here's how to play This is a three-part vertically oriented game. The first part is the caller card, which contains thirty-two (32) draws bingo numbers and five (5) BONUS NUMBERS covered by opaque
material to delete. The second part consists of eight (8) Bingo cards, each containing twenty-four (24) numbers plus free space on a 5 X 5 grid covered with a transparent bounce. Players win by matching the numbers of eight (8) bingo cards with the caller card numbers. If they find a diagonal, vertical or horizontal straight line, four
corners of the grid or X, they win a prize according to the legend of the respective gaming grid. The third part consists of the BONUS BOX MULTIPLIER. The player will scratch the BONUS field to display 1X, 2X, 3X, 4X, 5X, 8X or 10X, and multiply the total winnings earned by the displayed amount. The eight (8) bingo cards will be printed
in two (2) different colors on the display. After the variable picture, a transparent crossed-out material will be placed to erase the pelvis after the variable image, which clearly allows the image to be displayed. The tint will create another color change on each of the cards. When any of the digits are scratched, the transparent colored
material will be removed, revealing the previous color of the display. Players can win up to eight (8) times per ticket, but only one (1) prize can be claimed on each 1-8 card. More than $12 million in prizemoney! Approximately 3.9 million bingo TIMES 10 tickets were originally planned in this game. The New Jersey Lottery reserves the right
to subsequently increase this amount of tickets. If additional tickets are introduced, reward levels and winning frequency will be consistent with the following revelations: In BINGO TIMES 10 Instant Game, New Jersey allocates approximately 65% of gross revenue to the prizes. On average, better than 1 ticket in 5 wins a prize. There are
416,000 $5 prizes in a game with 3,900,000 tickets; 197,639 prizes from $10; 116,935 prizes from $20; 44,005 prizes of $50; 10,400 prizes of $75; 4914 prizes of $100; 1651 prizes of $200; 923 prizes of $400; 793 prizes of $500; 208 prizes of $1,500; 104 prizes of $5,000; 8 prizes of $10,000; Four $50,000 prizes and four $150,000
prizes. Odds and number of winners may vary depending on sales, distribution and claims. BINGO TIMES 10 Top Prize: $150,000 Game #876 Ticket Price: $5.00 Start date: 5/18/09 End date: 4/26/10 Last prize date: 4/26/11 Here's how to play This is a three-part vertically oriented game. The first part is the caller card, which contains
thirty-two (32) draws bingo numbers and five (5) BONUS NUMBERS covered by opaque material to delete. The second part consists of eight (8) bingo cards, each of which twenty-four (24) numbers plus plus 5 grid covered with transparent scratch material. Players win by matching the numbers of eight (8) bingo cards with the caller card
numbers. If they find a diagonal, vertical or horizontal straight line, four corners of the grid or X, they win a prize according to the legend of the respective gaming grid. The third part consists of the BONUS BOX MULTIPLIER. The player will scratch the BONUS field to display 1X, 2X, 3X, 4X, 5X, 8X or 10X, and multiply the total winnings
earned by the displayed amount. The eight (8) bingo cards will be printed in two (2) different colors on the display. After the variable picture, a transparent crossed-out material will be placed to erase the pelvis after the variable image, which clearly allows the image to be displayed. The tint will create another color change on each of the
cards. When any of the digits are scratched, the transparent colored material will be removed, revealing the previous color of the display. Players can win up to eight (8) times per ticket, but only one (1) prize can be claimed on each 1-8 card. More than $12 million in prizemoney! Approximately 3.9 million bingo TIMES 10 tickets were
originally planned in this game. The New Jersey Lottery reserves the right to subsequently increase this amount of tickets. If additional tickets are introduced, reward levels and winning frequency will be consistent with the following revelations: In BINGO TIMES 10 Instant Game, New Jersey allocates approximately 65% of gross revenue
to the prizes. On average, better than 1 ticket in 5 wins a prize. There are 416,000 $5 prizes in a game with 3,900,000 tickets; 197,639 prizes from $10; 116,935 prizes from $20; 44,005 prizes of $50; 10,400 prizes of $75; 4914 prizes of $100; 1651 prizes of $200; 923 prizes of $400; 793 prizes of $500; 208 prizes of $1,500; 104 prizes of
$5,000; 8 prizes of $10,000; Four $50,000 prizes and four $150,000 prizes. Odds and number of winners may vary depending on sales, distribution and claims. BINGO TIMES 10 Top Prize: $150,000 Game #876 Ticket Price: $5.00 Start date: 5/18/09 End date: 4/26/10 Last prize date: 4/26/11 Here's how to play This is a three-part
vertically oriented game. The first part is the caller card, which contains thirty-two (32) draws bingo numbers and five (5) BONUS NUMBERS covered by opaque material to delete. The second part consists of eight (8) Bingo cards, each containing twenty-four (24) numbers plus free space on a 5 X 5 grid covered with a transparent
bounce. Players win by matching the numbers of eight (8) bingo cards with the caller card numbers. If they find a diagonal, vertical or horizontal straight line, four corners of the grid or X, they win a prize according to the legend of the respective gaming grid. The third part consists of the BONUS BOX MULTIPLIER. The player will scratch
the BONUS field to display 1X, 2X, 3X, 4X, 5X, or 10X, and will the total prize won by the specified amount. The eight (8) bingo cards will be printed in two (2) different colors on the display. After the variable picture, a transparent crossed-out material will be placed to erase the pelvis after the variable image, which clearly allows the image
to be displayed. The tint will create another color change on each of the cards. When any of the digits are scratched, the transparent colored material will be removed, revealing the previous color of the display. Players can win up to eight (8) times per ticket, but only one (1) prize can be claimed on each 1-8 card. More than $12 million in
prizemoney! Approximately 3.9 million bingo TIMES 10 tickets were originally planned in this game. The New Jersey Lottery reserves the right to subsequently increase this amount of tickets. If additional tickets are introduced, reward levels and winning frequency will be consistent with the following revelations: In BINGO TIMES 10 Instant
Game, New Jersey allocates approximately 65% of gross revenue to the prizes. On average, better than 1 ticket in 5 wins a prize. There are 416,000 $5 prizes in a game with 3,900,000 tickets; 197,639 prizes from $10; 116,935 prizes from $20; 44,005 prizes of $50; 10,400 prizes of $75; 4914 prizes of $100; 1651 prizes of $200; 923
prizes of $400; 793 prizes of $500; 208 prizes of $1,500; 104 prizes of $5,000; 8 prizes of $10,000; Four $50,000 prizes and four $150,000 prizes. Odds and number of winners may vary depending on sales, distribution and claims. Prizes Include:Prize Winning $10,0002$1,00010$50017$20055$100415$501,928$305,141
$205,563$155,223$1016,798$537,249Without a ticket124,092All odds of victory are 1 in 4.62 Awards, including: River Prize Prize $10,0002$1,00010$50017$20055$100415$501,928$305,141$2 5,563$155,223$1016,798$537,249Free ticket124,092All odds of victory are 1 in 4.62 4.62
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